SOME PRINCIPLES OF A

NONSEG~ENTAL

PHONOLOCY

T D Gr1 ffen
W1ch1ta State Un1vers1ty
The development of phonology has been dominated by the pr1nc1 pie of the 'inner approach', as 1t 1s presented by Jakobson and
Hal le (1962)
According to the inner approach, the cateqorres
and relat1onsh1ps of phonology are to be abstracted from the
phonetic evidence
Of course, this does not mean that phonoloay
should be phonetics
The phonologist 1s interested 1n the oooosr
trans and the functional structures of sound systems, not 1n the
acoustic and physiological data themselves
Nonetheless, these
phonological oppos1t1ons and structures have their basts rn
phonetics.
The categories of phonology are bas1cal ly the oppos1t1ons of
phonetic and phonological pertinence (see Trubetzkoy 1969)
Much
effort has been expended by ohonet1c1ans to establ 1sh both acoustic and phys1ologrcal features for these oppos1t1ons of phonology
Indeed, such phonetic 1nvest1gat1ons as those found 1n Fant 1973,
Jakobson, Fant, and Hal le 1952, Peterson and Shoup 1966, to name
but a few, have establ 1shed the basis for the oppos1t1on systems
of phonology, such as we f 1nd 1n Chomsky and Hal le 1968 for
example
These features and oppos1t1ons have tradrtronally been
grouped into seqments both by phonet1c1ans and, throuoh the inner
approach, by phonologists
These segments, or bundles of d1st1nct1ve features, are based upon the method of transcr1b1ng ,peech
by the 1nternat1onal phonetic alphabet
As these segmenis torm
the bastt relat1onsh1ps between the phonetic features, we ~hould
expect +hat they have been 1nvest i gated Just as thorou0h' v is
The fact 1s, however, that
have been the features themselves
they hav~ not been so thoroughly 1nvest1gated
The reason for our lack of 1nvest1qat1on •s quite srmplv
that phonei"J c 1 ans have 1 ung recogn r zed that the seqment does 1 )t
ex 1st e 1ther a< (iust 1 ca I Iv or phys 1oIoq1 ca I Iy
Moreover, there
have been no ...Jriamb11iuous exper1meni"al results to establ rsh
a psycholog1ca1 oasi~ for the seoment, thouah there has neer a
host of assumptions
1n turn, pt•imoloa1sts, though 1; in thP
seqment as do phone"t 1 t 1 ans, rero,,, ze the segmenta I rer i- ~('n"t
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t1on (be 1t surface or underlying) as at best a 'convenient f1ct 1on', 1n the words of Twadde I I ( 1935)
In recent years, a I though
Halle 1964, for example, de-emphasizes the segmental phoneme 1n
phonology through the use of d1st1nct1ve feature analysis, and
al I major schools do 1n fact base their phonologies upon oppos1t1ons, nevertheless, such important works as Choms~y and Hal le
1968 and Anderson 1975 st1 I I ma1nta1n the feature [seg~ental] and
1n fact ma1nta1n the segmental phoneme itself
Why would phonet1c1ans work so hard at establ 1sh1ng the
categories of phonetics wh1 le reta1n1ng a relat1onsh1p between
these categories which 1s known to be f1ct1t1ous? Why, further,
would phonoloc1sts abstract such d f1ct1t1ous relat1onsh1p~
The reason 1s the lack of a viable alternative
Although the
segment 1s f1ct1t1ous, 1t 1s better than no relat1onsh1p at al I
And after al I, 1t 1s quite conven1ent--phonolog1sts have been
, able to abstract the phonetic segmental relat1onsh1p and create
nice, simple phonological structures using 1t
However convenient the segment may be, though, and however
systematic a phonological structure can be made using 1t, the
fact remains, that the segment 1s tenuous, to say the least
Should an alternative present itself, an alternative which 1s
based upon experimental evidence or at least 1s less tenuous
than the segment, then phonet1c1ans would presumably 1nvest1gate
the alternative and use 1t wherever appl 1cable
Moreover, phonologists, recogn1z1ng a shift 1n phonetic theory, should follow
suit 1n accordance with the tenets of the inner approach,
Such an alternative has presented itself
Two decades ago,
Curtis (1954) suggested the development of a phonetic analysis
not based upon the segment, but based upon a parameter of time
Such a notion was termed 'dynamic'
Especially 1n the past
decade, 1nvest1gat1ons into dynamic phonetics have become
1ncreas1ngly frequent
A m1 lestone 1n dynamic phonetics 1s the articulatory modPI
of Mermelstein (1973)
With this model, phonet1c1ans can predict
with a remarkable degree of accuracy the phys1olog1cal movements
1n speech
This 1s an essential function of any model 1n
keeping with current I 1ngu1st1c theory, and 1t 1s something which
had been suggested 1n segmental phonetics (for example, Liberman,
C'ooper, Shankwe1ler, and Studdert-Kennedy 1967, Liberman 1970),
but which had never been approximated from the segmental basis
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Furthermore, the pr1nc1ples of Mermelste1n's articulatory model
corroborate to a htgh degree the f 1nd1ngs of Ohman 1966 and 1967
1n the area of acoustic phonetics
Central to Mermelste1n 1 s articulatory model and to Ohman's
acoustic calculations 1s the notion of 'coart1culat1on 1 , that
vowels are produced with steady, precise movements of the tongue
body, I 1ps, and jaw, wh1 le 'consonants' are fast movements
executed by other articulators which constrain the production of
vowels
In such a model, then, consonants are not separate units
occurring with the vowels, but are constraints acting upon the
vowels
(Compare also Perkel I 1969 )
The 1mpl 1cat1ons for phonology of a system of relat1onsh1ps
between phonetic features that provides not only a viable alternative to the known f1ct1on of the segmen~but a workable alternative as wel I should be obvious
In accordance with the inner
approach, phonologists should set about the task of abstracting
the relat1onsh1ps between features suppl 1ed by this new phonetic
evidence
Moreover, 1f phonologists are to ma1nta1ncons1stence
with the theory (and this appl 1es to al I major, current models
of structural and functional schools), then phonologists are
indeed obi 1gated either to alter the theory In order to ignore
observed evidence or to incorporate these relat1onsh1ps into
phonolog~

In Griffen 1975, I suggest a phonol 1cal model termed
h1erarch1cal phonology' based upon the 1nd1ngs of dynamic
phonetics
As the postulates and def1n1t1ons of this model, as
presented tn the d1ssertat1on, are too lengthy to treat here, I
shal I briefly summarize the basic pr1nc1ples through which this
model operates
1

In its present stage of development, the h1erarch1cal model
graphically represented 1n Figure 1 (next page)
The vocal 1c
pattern represents the vocal 1c oppos1t1ons abstracted from the
phonetic features relating phys1olog1cal ly to tongue body,
I 1p, and jaw pos1t1on and acoustically to pertinent formant frequencies
This pattern 1s continuous, but 1t 1s d1v1s1ble into
syl fables 1n the syl lab1c d1v1s1on of the model
The syl I able
1s not bound by consonants, but rt 1s an entity relating to (that
1~ abstracted from) a steady-state vowel approx1mat1on (wrth
phys1olog1cal and acoustic correlates) w1th1n the continuous
vocal 1c pattern
This vocal 1c/syl lab1c pattern 1s constrained by
1s
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These
obstructions from the obstruction d1v1s1on of the model
obstructions represent members of an oppos1t1on abstracted
phys1olog1cal ly from pos1t1on of art1culat1on and acoustically
from certain trans1t1on character1st1cs

Obstruction Prosody
Obstruction

'
II

Consonantal
Oppos1t1ons

Sy I I ab I e Prosody
Syllable I Trans1t1on, Restriction

l- - - Vocal 1c Pattern Prosody

Voca I 1c
Oppos1t1ons

Voca I 1c Pattern

Figure 1

Each d1v1s1on of the model 1s further constrained by its
The vocal 1c pattern prosodies include
own set of prosodies
1ntonat1 on, wh 1 I e the sy I I ab I e prosod 1es 1nc I ude p 1tch, stress,
The most complex set of prosodies 1s the set
tones, and tunes
These constrain the obstructions and
of obstruction prosodies
include such oppos1t1ons as nasal 1ty, tension, and asp1rat1on
(the inverse of voice, which 1s itself an integral part of the
vocal 1c pattern)
As its name suggests, the basic relational pr1nc1ple of this
The
phono I og 1ca I mode I 1s that of a h 1erarchy of constra 1nts
vocal 1c pattern 1s the basic real 1zat1on which 1s constrained
1mmed1ately by its own prosody, then by those of the syl I able,
finally by the obstructions and, usually 1nd1rectly, by the
The phonological oppos1t1on 1s st1 I I
obstruction prosodies
abstracted from the phonet 1c feature, ma 1nta1n1 ng the we I 1-estabI 1shed pr1nc1ples of d1st1nct1ve feature analysis and phonological (functional) pertinence, These abstracted oppos1t1ons may
occur 1n sequence and In relat1onsh1ps one with another, but the 1
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are not inherent 1n segments
Rather, al I oppos1t1on relat1onsh1ps are 1n effect prosodic 1n nature
To be sure, this system of relat1onsh1ps may not appear to
be as simple as that afforded by segmental representation
On
the other hand, theoretical consistence with the inner approach
That
and accuracy of descr1pt1on ought to outweigh s1mpl 1c1ty
1s to say that, whr le s1mpl 1c1ty 1s an important cr1ter1on, 1t
must be subordinate to theoretical and descr1pt1ve val 1d1ty and
appl 1ed only after such val 1d1ty 1s establ 1shed
Although the relat1onsh1ps w1th1n the h1erarch1cal framework
may not be as simple as those of segmental phonology (at least 1n
ease of conceptual rzatron), they are far from being proh1b1t1vely
complex and they afford s1gn1f1cant 1ns1ghts not afforded by
segmental phonology even with d1st1nct1ve feature analysis
For
a descr1pt1ve example of this phonology, I should I 1ke to describe the 1n1t1al consonant gradation system of Modern Welsh,
known as the 'mutation system'
I choose this system on account
of rts own inherent complexity of morphophonolog1cal relat1onsh1ps
In the mutation system, a consonant 1n word-1n1t1al positron
may alternate with other consonants depending upon the grammatical
environment (see T J Morgan 1952 for a complete explanation of
the environments, at least 1n the Standard)
For example, when
the word c1 /kl I 'dog' 1s dominated by the third person singular
mascul 1nepossess1ve pronoun, 1t 1s real 1zed as /g1 I through
'soft mutation', when 1t 1s dominated by the third person singular fem1n1ne possessive pronoun, which has the same phonPtlc
shape as the mascul 1ne, 1t IS real 1zed as /x1 I through 'sp1rant
mutation', and when it 1s dominated by the first person singular
possessive pronoun (present or 1mpl 1ed), 1t 1s real 1zed as /oh1 I
through 'nasal mutation'
In Table 1 (next page), I presenf the
mutation system 1n its usual form
The 'radical' can be considered the morphophoneme 1n the generative usage of the term,
and 1t 1s real 1zed whenever a mutation form 1s not spec1f 1ed
In the current phonological models, the nasal and sp1rant
mutation could eas1 ly be handled by rules or other such relat1onsh 1ps relating singular feature spec1f1cat1ons (nasal and continuant)
Soft mutation, however, involves vo1c1ng 1n some
cases, continuance 1n others, deletion tn another, continuance
and denasal 1zat1on with desonor1zat1on 1n another, and vo1c1nq
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and vocal 1zat1on wrth sonor1zat1on In yet others
radical

nasal mutation
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Table
rs a voiceless lateral fr1cat1ve
fr1cat1ve (aspirated)

i

+ 1s a voiceless tr1 I I

In the h1erarch1cal phonol
, this s1tuat1on can be
described through the 1nteract1on
obstructions with obstruction prosodies
There are three degrees of obstruct1on--lst
degree (complete occlusion), 2nd degree (fr1cat1on), and 3rd
degree ~onorance)
Welsh has al I three degrees, but al I 1st
degree obstructions (occlusives) alternate prosod1cal ly with 2nd
degree obstructions (fr1cat1ves) corresponding to their pos1t1ons
of art1culat1on
The two rema1n1ng 2nd degree obstructions
(fr1cat1ves), moreover, alternate with the two 3rd degree
obstructions (sonorants) prosod1cal ly
(Welsh also has the
s1b1 Iant and, 1n many dialects, the sh1b1 !ant, but these do no+
enter rnto the mutation system of alternations ) Thus, each of
the frve pos1t1ons of art1culat1on (1nclud1ng point of art1culaT1on and tongue conf1gurat1on) has only one phonological obstruction
The obstructions are designated as rn Table 2 (next page)
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.i:-

s)

Cs I 1t
Table 2

The prosodies which accompany these obstructions include
asp1rate-tens1on and nasal 1ty
The aspirate prosody 1s gradual
and 1s just1f1ed both from a phonological and from an acoustic
and phys1olog1cal phonetic standpoint 1n Griffen (1975 Chapters
7 and 10)
In the traditional notation, the sounds are arranged
tn accordance with the gradual oppos1t1on of tension and the
oppos1t1on of nasal 1ty 1n Table 3
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Table 3
Adding the appropriate prosodies to the obstructions 1n
Table 2, with the symbol h representing the gradual oppos1t1on of
asp1rat1on and n representing nasal 1ty, we have the phonologically
designated constraints as 1n Table 4 (next page)
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2

3

4

2

3

b1h

b2h

b3h

b4h

b2hn

b3hn

d1h

d2h

d3h

d4h

d2hn

d3hn

glh

g2h

g3h

g4h

g2hn

g3hn

i-1h

i.2h

.r:lh

-F2h
Table 4

I present this I rnearly only for convenience 1n the absence
of vowels
When vowels are designated, we might want to use a
F1rth1an notation, reflecting the organ1zat1on of the model as 1n
Figure 1, though this, as al I notation, would only be an aid to
conceptual 1zat1on devoid of meaning 1n and of itself
The
organ1zat1on of the Welsh consonant oppos1t1ons (the obstruction
d1v1s1on of the model) can be designated as 1n Figure 2, d1v1d1ng
the obstructions into classes depending upon the degree to which
they enter into relat1onsh1ps with the prosodies
A representation of these relat1onsh1ps can be found 1n Figure 3 (next page)

Prosodic
Opposrtrons

b

d

g

s

(Secondary) (Tertiary)

Figure 2

Obstruction
Oppos1t1on
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n

2~h
"V/

lh

4h

Prrmary
Obstructions

v

lh 2h

2h

Secondary
Obstructrons

Tertrary
Obstructron

I

Frgure 3
Exam1n1ng the tables and figures, we can describe a system of
relat1onsh1ps 1n which alternations occur for al I mutations
through a change or choice 1n one and only one prosody
The
obstructions themselves are never affected (except, to be sure,
rn the case of the soft mutation of /g/, which I address below)
Moreover, important general rzat1ons can be made 1n this
system, due to its nonsegmental nature, For example, by def 1n1ng
the difference between/~/ and /I/ as prosodic, the two constraints can be seen to belong to the same general class, where
current d1st1nct1ve feature anal 1s would have one as a consonant segment and one as a I 1qu1 segment
By stating 'co-occurrence restr1ct1ons' on the prosodies, the denasal 1zat1on of /ml
1n soft mutatron becomes a predictable development
In the case
of the soft mutation of /g/, moreover, we can state that the
subtraction from the len1s-most obstruction of one degree of
asp1rat1on (tension) results 1n the loss of al I constraint, as
some tension must be present for the art1culat1on of an obstruction
This
ic' descr1pt1on can also suffice for a
'taxonomic'
1pt1on
The relat1onsh1ps that obtain between
constraints are the same whether morphophonolog1cal or phonological
The difference between morphophonological and phonological relat1onsh1ps I res 1n the realm of function, as does the
difference between phonological and phonetic pertinence (compare
Trubetzkoy 1969)
In the final analysis, this approach 1s 1n some ways less
complex 1n its operation than 1s the current segmental approach
with d1st1nctlve feature analysis
Not only does th1 system
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el 1rnrnate the need for a highly complex code for the generation
of speech from phonology {compare Liberman 1970), a code which
has yet to be made to work anyway, but 1t also, 1n effect,
provtdes its own base for the phonological structure (compare
Sampson 1970)
The most important cons1derat1on 1n the construction of an
hierarchical model, however, 1s the maintenance of consistence
with the pr1nc1ple of the inner approach, a basic tenet of phonology as 1t 1s known today
If 1n constructing our phonological
structures, we choose to rgnore the very basrs of our own theories
(be they functional or structural) 1n d1sregard1ng a system of
relationships 1n phonetics which actually works, and 1f we choose
rather to retain a system of relationsh1
not JUSt1fred 1n the
observed phonetic data and which does
work, then our models
cannot possibly generate the observations of speech or of
lan~uage
Of course, by d1scred1t1ng the trad1t1onal segmental
representation 1n this way, 1 cannot prove that this particular
h1erarch1cal model IS the answer to our problems (though this
method of argument 1s not without recent precedent 1n the
field of I 1ngu1st1cs)
I be! 1eve, however, that any model
abstracted from a dynamic approach 1s much to be preferred over
segmentation, for such an approach takes d1st1nct1ve feature
analysis through the inner approach to its logical (and by no
means unreasonable) conclusion
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